Stories

U.N. postal union clinches deal to keep U.S. in club

VIDEO: XPLOR19 Replay - The State of the CCM Industry Panel

7 Steps to Advertising to the Emerging Gen Z Consumer

VIDEO: Dimensional Mail Brings in Major ROI for Invoca

Printing Shipments: Summer Surprise

VIDEO: Frank Charts the Industry's Course

Industry News

Crawford Technologies and Xenit Announce Mutual Reselling Agreement

Xploration Tour Expands to Philadelphia on October 30th

Neopost changes its name to Quadient

Transformations, Inc. Presents Uluro’s Front-to-finish CCM Capabilities

Madison Advisors’ Gina Ferrara to Moderate Xplor Breakfast Panel on CCM Workflow and Inkjet Technologies at PRINT 19

Crawford Technologies Unveils Rapid Application Onboarding Solution at PRINT 19

Complimentary Webcasts

October 9th - Building a Master Global Form Template -
Sponsored by Eclipse Corporation

October 16th - Accessibility Matters - Sponsored by Antenna House

You can always check out a complete listing of upcoming events by date, by simply clicking here! You can register well in advance for any event that is currently open and we will remind you as the event gets closer!

Interesting and Cool Stuff
Elon Musk says SpaceX Starship rocket could reach orbit within 6 months

113-year-old Honeywell is transforming into a tech powerhouse

Africa’s top smartphone maker soars 64% in debut on China’s tech market

Blogs
Cloud Native: What does it mean for a CCM Platform?

Welcome to our next chapter. Because connections matter.

Cloud-based Customer Communications: Choosing the Best CCM Solution for Your Business

Job Postings
Seeking:
Susan Tiffany - Tampa, Florida
Stephen Martin - Greater Minneapolis Area

Available:
Sr. Exstream Dialogue Software Developer - Salem, NH
Sales Executive - Atlanta, GA
Print Operator – Brantford, Ontario
Mail Insertion Machine Operator - Brantford, ON
Sales & Support Engineer
Programmer - Atlanta, GA
Doc Composition Specialist - Los Angeles, CA
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